
Evolution’s Hall Of Fame
Dedicated to people who are very sure that their ancestors

were primates.
 
And maybe they are right, their ancestors were primates, because after all,
any  intelligent  human  being  should  know  that  it  takes  an  Intelligent
Designer to create an intelligent design, as we see everywhere we look in
the world around us.  I have yet to meet a chimp who prays or reads the
Bible.  Similarly, I have yet to meet a devout evolutionist who prays or reads
the Bible either.  The most ardent evolutionists tend to be the most committed
atheists.  No wonder that they have such religious zeal for promoting their
religion (evolution).  To acknowledge that their theories are ludicrous would
force them to acknowledge their Creator… something their pride simply won’t
let them do.  They prefer to think of themselves as autonomous beings who
answer to  no one except  “science”  and by  science they  mean their  own
inventions – childish ideas that comfort them in a world that they really don’t
understand – and don’t  want to understand if  it  means they will  have to
concede that the God of the Bible is real and that they will have to answer to
Him someday.
 

An adolescent Richard Dawkins intently
working on a sketch of the “Big Bang”

 

Dawkins, Leakey and Sagan in their teens at an
evolutionist summer camp

 

A young Carl Sagan ponders the origins of life
 

“For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness; Because
that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed
it unto them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world
are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his
eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse…” [Romans
1:18-20]

 
SEE ALSO:
Intelligent Design Vs. Metaphysical Naturalism In Louisianna
Evolution & Intelligent Design Links
Evolution – A Gigantic Fraud

https://comingintheclouds.org/christian-resources/evolution/naturalism/
https://comingintheclouds.org/christian-resources/evolution/evolution-intelligent-design-links/
https://comingintheclouds.org/christian-resources/evolution/evolution-fraud/



